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Siemens supplies gas turbines for peaking
power plants in Belarus
 Siemens industrial gas turbines will provide peaking power to help improve
the reliability and flexibility of the Belarusian power grid

Siemens will deliver the power generation equipment for two new peaking power
plants in the Republic of Belarus. The customer is the state-owned utility company
RUE Vitebskenergo. The new plants will be operated in conjunction with the existing
Lukomlskaya and Novopolotskaya power plants in the Vitebsk region in northern
Belarus and will help ensure the reliability and flexibility of the country’s power grid.
The plants are expected to go into operation in the end of 2021.

The open cycle gas turbine plants will operate in continuous availability mode and
are designed to go from cold to full load in less than 15 minutes. The plants are
estimated to run approximately 700 hours per year. The new plants will be used as a
backup for future wind, solar and nuclear power plants as well as for existing power
plants, thus supporting the energy transition in Belarus.
“The flexibility and high efficiency of the gas turbines from Siemens are important
factors in successfully implementing this project,” says Mikhail Luzin, CEO of RUE
Vitebskenergo. “As backup and peak capacities they will play a crucial role in
supporting existing and future power plants and enhancing the reliability of the
Belarusian power grid.”

Siemens will provide five SGT-800 gas turbines, generators, gas receiving stations,
booster compressors, high-, medium-, and low-voltage equipment and the PCS7
control system for the new 150-MW peaking power station at the Lukomlskaya plant
and a 100-MW peaking power station at the Novopolotskaya plant.
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“Siemens has a broad range of energy solutions that supports the optimization of
the energy mix for our customers”, says Olaf Kreyenberg, head of Power Generation
Europe and CIS at Siemens Gas and Power. “We are committed to supporting the
decarbonization strategy in Belarus by complementing the grid with our highly
efficient and flexible peaker plants that will help ensure the reliability and stability of
the power generation system in the country.”

Five SGT-800 gas turbines from the Siemens factory in Finspång (Sweden) will
provide fast peaking power and enhance the flexibility and reliability of the
Belarusian power grid.

This press release and press pictures are available at
www.sie.ag/2LC8NH7
For further information on Siemens Gas and Power, please see
www.siemens.com/energy
For further information on the SGT-800 gas turbine, please see
www.siemens.com/SGT-800
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Contact for journalists
Christina Huemmer
Phone: +49 9131 17-45722; E-mail: christina.huemmer@siemens.com

Follow us on Twitter at: www.twitter.com/siemens_energy

Siemens Gas and Power (GP) is a global pacesetter in energy, helping customers to meet the evolving demands
of today’s industries and societies. GP comprises broad competencies across the entire energy value chain and
offers a uniquely comprehensive portfolio for utilities, independent power producers, transmission system operators,
the oil and gas industry and other energy intensive industries. Products, solutions, systems and services address
the extraction, processing and the transport of oil and gas as well as power and heat generation in central and
distributed thermal power plants, power transmission and grid stability, as well as energy transition technologies
including storage. With global headquarters in Houston in the U.S. and around 63,000 employees in over 80
countries, Siemens Gas and Power has a presence across the globe and is a leading innovator for the energy
systems of today and tomorrow, as it has been for more than 150 years.
Siemens AG (Berlin and Munich) is a global technology powerhouse that has stood for engineering excellence,
innovation, quality, reliability and internationality for more than 170 years. The company is active around the globe,
focusing on the areas of power generation and distribution, intelligent infrastructure for buildings and distributed
energy systems, and automation and digitalization in the process and manufacturing industries. Through the
separately managed company Siemens Mobility, a leading supplier of smart mobility solutions for rail and road
transport, Siemens is shaping the world market for passenger and freight services. Due to its majority stakes in the
publicly listed companies Siemens Healthineers AG and Siemens Gamesa Renewable Energy, Siemens is also a
world-leading supplier of medical technology and digital healthcare services as well as environmentally friendly
solutions for onshore and offshore wind power generation. In fiscal 2019, which ended on September 30, 2019,
Siemens generated revenue of €86.8 billion and net income of €5.6 billion. At the end of September 2019, the
company had around 385,000 employees worldwide. Further information is available on the Internet at
www.siemens.com.
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